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Word Web Wizard 
To be used in graphic word webs with Practices for Developing Accuracy and Fluency 

Neuhaus Education Center 
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New Glasses 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  fret 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  Middle English/Anglo Saxon – fretan 

Definition:  To be vexed or troubled, to worry, irritation of the mind, agitation 
4. Synonyms:  worry, brood, dwell, mope, sweat, stew, to be anxious 
5. Antonyms:  to be calm, relaxed, peaceful, carefree, unburdened 
6. Adverb: fretted quietly 
7. Adverb: fretted occasionally  
8. Sentence:  Mary seldom fretted about her son, unless he was late and had not 

called. 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  park 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  public land used for rest and relaxation, a field or stadium used 

for sports, to put a vehicle in a specified place. 

The Drip 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  still 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, adverb, conjunction, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  motionless, stationary, silence or quiet, without change or 

interruption, free from turbulence, to calm or appease, without waves or noticeable 
current, a still photograph or a still-life picture, not sparkling or effervescent, a 
greater degree or extent (used with comparisons), an apparatus for distilling 
alcohol and other liquids 

http://www.neuhaus.org/
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A Picnic in the Park 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  set 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb noun, adjective 
3. Multiple Meanings:  to put in a particular position or location, to put into a particular 

state, to style hair, already established or fixed, to sink or go below the horizon, to 
become hard or solid, a group of related objects, scenery that provides the 
background for a performance or movie, a radio or television receiver, a series of 
games, rigid or unchanging, prepared or ready 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  crisp 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  OE L. crispus 

Definition: firm and fresh 
4. Synonyms:  hard, crunchy 
5. Antonyms:  soft, wilted 
6. Noun: crisp celery 
7. Noun: crisp morning 
8. Sentence:  Please use the crisp salad greens for the salad. 

Dinner 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  matter 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  ME  OF matere  L. materia 
4. Definition:  to be of consequence or importance 
5. Synonyms:  carry weight, signify, count 
6. Antonyms:  unimportant, not caring 
7. Adverb: matters a great deal 
8. Adverb: matters now 
9. Sentence:  It matters little which movie we select to watch tonight on television. 

Multiple Meaning 
1. Word: like 
2. Parts of Speech: adjective, verb, adverb, conjunction, noun, interjection 
3. Multiple Meanings: of the same form, appearance, kind, characteristic of, promise 

of, inclined to, similar or comparable to, nearly, likely or probably, to a degree, just 
as, as if, to take pleasure in, to regard with favor, to wish or prefer 
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Storms 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  survive 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  ME < MF survivre 

Definition: to remain or continue in existence or use 
4. Synonyms:  persist, succeed, continue, endure, last, abide, outlast 
5. Antonyms:  succumb, cease, end, finish  
6. Adverb: thankfully survived 
7. Adverb: surprisingly survived 
8. Sentence:  How long can a person survive without food or water? 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  object 
2. Part of Speech:  verb, noun 
3. Origin:  Latin ob – against 

   ject –  to throw 
Definition:  To express or hold negative feelings 

4. Derivatives:  objects, deject, inject, subject, reject, interject, project, obtain, 
obstruct, obvious, observe, obsess 

5. Sentence:  She objects to the harsh treatment and conditions of the textile workers. 

The Squid 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  rock 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  a stone of any size, a firm foundation or support, hard rock 

candy 
Slang: a diamond or gem, to move or sway from side to side, to shake or 
disturb, to affect deeply, stun 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  clutch 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  ME clucchen OE clyccan 

Definition:  to grasp and hold tightly 
4. Synonyms:  catch, clench, squeeze, hug 
5. Antonyms:  release, set free, relinquish, dismiss, discharge, liberate 
6. Adverb: tightly clutched 
7. Adverb: lovingly clutched 
8. Sentence:  The toddler lovingly clutched his grandma as they said goodbye at the 

airport.  
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Think! 

Multiple Meaning 
1. Word:  star 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  any of a vast number of celestial bodies other than the moon 

visible from earth, a mark or design with five or six points, a performer or athlete 
who is considered to be outstanding, one who has a leading role in a play or movie 

Multiple Meaning 
1. Word:  ring 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, verb,  
3. Multiple Meanings:  a circular object with a vacant circular center, a napkin ring, a 

wedding ring, a nose ring, gymnastics rings, an enclosed area, circus ring, boxing 
ring, a race track, a drug ring, a clear resonant sound such as a ring of a 
bell/chimes or a telephone ring, ring up a sale, a chain 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  sparkle 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  ME sparklen 

Definition:  to shine or glisten 
4. Synonyms:  shine, glitter, glimmer, twinkle, glisten, shimmer 
5. Antonyms:  dull, dingy, dreary, soiled, grimy 
6. Adverb: sparkle endlessly 
7. Adverb: sparkle brilliantly 
8. Sentence:  He has eyes that sparkle brightly. 
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The Sad, Lonely Duck 

Multiple Meaning 
1. Word:  duck 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  a web-footed swimming bird, a players score of zero, to stoop 

or bend suddenly, to avoid an unpleasant task, a heavy plain-weave cotton fabric 
for tents, clothing or bags, food, a person thought of as peculiar, to move swiftly, 
especially as to escape being seen, to submerge or dip in water 

Multiple Meaning 
1. Word:  long 
2. Parts of Speech:  adjective, noun, adverb, 
3. Multiple Meanings:  having considerable duration in time, considerable linear extent 

in space, extending, lasting, containing many items (a long list), extending beyond 
normal limits, passing slowly, reaching well into the past, intense, thorough, being 
against great odds, a size of a garment, having great height 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  sturdy 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  ME studie 

Definition:  durable 
4. Synonyms:  powerful, tough 
5. Antonyms:  weak 
6. Noun: a sturdy building 
7. Noun: a sturdy bridge 
8. Sentence:  The structure was sturdy and remained in tack after the storm. 
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The Castle 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  dull 
2. Parts of Speech:  adjective, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  lacking in interest or boring, having a blunt or cutting edge, 

deficient in mental ability or unintelligent, persistent but not intense, lacking in 
receptiveness or appreciation, lacking in variety or intensity of color or brightness,  
a muffled or indistinct sound, not shiny or lustrous 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  grand 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  ME from old French 

Definition:  having splendor, majesty, or nobility 
4. Synonyms:  regal, noble, palatial, grandiose, gorgeous  
5. Antonyms:  small, unimportant, insignificant 
6. Noun: grand ceremony 
7. Noun: grand entrance 
8. Sentence:  In Scotland you can visit and tour many old grand castles. 
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The Frog Jumping Contest 

Multiple Meaning 
1. Word:  short 
2. Parts of Speech:  adjective, adverb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  having little length, not tall, lasting a brief time, abrupt, easily 

provoked, insufficient, lacking in depth or scope, to crumble or break, trousers, 
(knee length or shorter), a size of a garment, speech sounds or syllables of 
relatively short duration, to cheat someone 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  frantic 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  ME frantic, OF frenetique 

Definition:  highly excited with strong emotion or frustration 
4. Synonyms:  overwrought, agitated, frenzied, distraught 
5. Antonyms:  calm, unexcited, relaxed 
6. Noun: frantic crowd 
7. Noun: frantic mother 
8. Sentence:  The frantic employees felt like their jobs may be in jeopardy due to the 

company merger.  

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  contest 
2. Part of Speech:  noun 
3. Origin: M.Fr. from Latin contestari 

 con – against, negation 
 test – trial 
Definition: a competition, as for an award, that matches rival abilities, 
performances, qualities, or the like. 

4. Derivatives – conceal, concede, conduct, confess, confine, testament, testimony, 
testy 

5. Sentence: The sales contest will begin next month. 
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My Dog Buster 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  run 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  to pass or go through, to elapse, to operate, to amount or total, 

to cause to flow, to manage or conduct, melt or  liquefy, a quick trip, a period of 
time (run of bad luck), distance covered 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  complete 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  ME complet 

 com – with 
 plete – to fill up 
Definition:  having all necessary parts, elements, or steps 

4. Derivatives:  comfort, complex, competition, comply, compute, replete, incomplete 
5. Sentences:  I will need to complete my chores before I can go out and play. 

Fun at Camp 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  back 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, verb, adverb, adjective 
3. Multiple Meanings:  rear portion of a human body, rear of any object, farthest from 

the front, a position in sports behind the front line, to support or help, to bet on, to 
cause to move backward, to provide with an accompaniment, to get upon the back 
of or mount, endorse or counter sign, in or toward the past, to withdraw or retreat, a 
reclining position, a past date 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  athlete 
2. Part of Speech:  noun 
3. Origin:  Latin athleta / Greek athlete 

Definition: A person trained in exercise or sports who is physically strong and 
active. 

4. Synonyms:  Olympian, jock 
5. Antonyms:  weakling, clumsy, uncoordinated, couch potato, fan 
6. Adjective: a strong athlete 
7. Adjective: an agile athlete 
8. Sentence:  An athlete devotes much of his time in training to excel at his sport. 
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Messes by Sweetie 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  imply 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  ME emplien 

Definition:  to express or indicate indirectly 
4. Synonyms:  indicate, infer, assume, suggest, insinuate 
5. Antonyms:  advertize, broadcast, announce 
6. Adverb: imply lately 
7. Adverb: imply by a roll of his eyes 
8. Sentence:  Her lack of response implied (or will imply) she was not interested in 

participating. 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  imply 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  ME emplien 

 im –  to copy, imitate 
 ply – to fold 
Definition:  to suggest or indicate indirectly  

4. Derivatives:  impoverish, impose, importance, implant, implement, plywood, 
applying 

5. Sentences:  His tone implied disapproval.  
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Greyhounds 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  fast  
2. Parts of Speech:  adjective, adverb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  done in little time or quick, moving or able to move or swift, 

firmly fixed in place, a fasting for a door 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  well 
2. Parts of Speech:  adverb, adjective, comparative, interjection, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  fountain, wellspring, in good health, thoroughly, a considerable 

extent or degree, proper fitting, in great knowledge, used to express surprise, used 
to introduce a sentence, where water under the ground is found 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  respect 
2. Part of Speech:  noun, verb 
3. Origin:  ME respectus 

 re – back, again 
 spect – to look 
Definition:  to consider worthy of high regard: esteem 

4. Derivatives:  return, reexamine, remarry, redial, redirect, spectator, spectacular, 
spectacle, speculation, 

5. Sentences:  I respect his judgment. 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  contract 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  ME Fr L contractus 

 con – together 
 tract – to pull or drag 
Definition:  to draw more closely together, to shorten 

4. Derivatives:  traction, detract, retract, subtract, tractor, constant, contempt, 
constrain, construct 

5. Sentences:  Muscles contract together when lifting weights. 
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Greyhounds (cont.) 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  extend 
2. Part of Speech:  Verb 
3. Origin:  ME extenden 

Definition:  to stretch out or draw to full length 
4. Synonyms:  spread out, lengthen, widen, stretch 
5. Antonyms:  shorten, contract, shrink, recess 
6. Noun: extend ones hand 
7. Noun: extend a loan 
8. Sentence:  We will extend our visit by a day. 

Frog Facts:  

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  hibernate 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L hibernare 

Definition:  to withdrawal or be in seclusion or retire 
4. Synonyms:  inactive, dormant state, sleeping 
5. Antonyms:  awake, lively, working, energetic, vivacious 
6. Adverb: hibernate seasonally 
7. Adverb: hibernate instinctively 
8. Sentence:  Bears must feed themselves well before they hibernate in the winter. 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  past 
2. Parts of Speech:  adjective, adverb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  no longer current, so as to pass a given point, an earlier 

period, previous, a tense 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  mean 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, adjective, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  to intend or to have in mind, to be used to express or convey, 

to indicate, to have the value of, mean well, nasty or malicious, small minded, 
inferior in grade or quality, bad tempered, available resources,. humiliated or 
ashamed, in poor physical condition, a statistic which is the average of numerical 
items 
  Slang: excellent or skillful (He plays a mean guitar.) 
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At the Ocean in the Summer 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  collect 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  ME  L. collectus 

 col – together 
 lect – to pick or choose  
Definition: to gather together, accumulate 

4. Derivatives: collage, collaborate, collateral, colony, select, election, neglect 
5. Sentence: My Grandfather loved to collect stamps and then share duplicates with 

his grandchildren. 

A Trip to the Dentist 

Multiple Meaning Web 
1. Word:  drill 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, adjective, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  a tool, physical training, repetitive instruction, to pierce a hole, 

a customary manner of proceeding, to sow (seed) in rows, snail bore, a large 
baboon-like monkey, a strong quilled cotton fabric 

Derivative Web 
1. Word: dentist 
2. Part of Speech: noun 
3. Origin: Old French dentist 

 dent – tooth 
 ist – one who 
Definition: A person who’s profession is dentistry. 

4. Derivatives: dental, dentures, artist, cartoonist, novelist 
5. Sentence: The patient was late for his appointment with the dentist. 
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The Legless Reptile 

Semantic Web 
1. Word: vibrate 
2. Part of Speech: verb 
3. Origin: L vibratus 

Definition: to move quickly to and fro repeatedly, shake 
4. Synonyms: shake, quake, quiver, tremble, quaver, wobble, bob 
5. Antonyms: sedentary, inactive, still, stationary, immobile 
6. Adverb: vibrates suddenly 
7. Adverb: vibrates occasionally 
8. Sentence: The room vibrated suddenly which caused everyone to panic and take 

cover. 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  mistakenly 
2. Part of Speech:  adverb 
3. Origin:  ME mistaken 

 mis – wrongly 
 taka– take 
 en – to cause or make 
 ly – how, like 
Definition:  wrongly conceived, held, or done; erroneous 

4. Derivatives:  misdial, misinform, mismanage, partake, retake, sweeten, sharpen, 
moisten, lately, hourly, slowly 

5. Sentence:  I had mistakenly picked up the wrong travel bag on the airport carousel.  
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The Cockroach 

Derivative Web 
1. Word: expire 
2. Part of Speech: verb 
3. Origin: L. exparare – to breathe out 

 Ex – out 
 Spirare - breathe 
Definition: to come to an end 

4. Derivatives: excuse, explain, exude, perspiration, conspire, transpire 
5. Sentence: The coupon will expire in three days. 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  disgusting 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  L.  

 dis –opposite of 
 gustare - to taste 
Definition:  offensive to the moral, ethical or physical taste 

4. Derivatives:  dispare, dispose, disbelieve, gustatory, gusto, disgust 
5. Sentence:  The garbage had a disgusting smell. 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  tarnish 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  Middle French terniss – to dull 

Definition:  to dull luster 
4. Synonyms:  taint, blemish, soil 
5. Antonyms:  brighten 
6. Adverb: tarnish  darkly 
7. Adverb: tarnish  spottedly 
8. Sentence:  Will the vinegar darkly tarnish the silverplate?  
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Comforting Cocoa 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  comforting 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  Middle English comforten – to strengthen 

Definition:  a condition or feeling of pleasure or ease 
4. Synonyms:  console, give hope, soothing, relieving 
5. Antonyms:  discomfort, distress, troublesome 
6. Noun: comforting  tea 
7. Noun: comforting  sweater  
8. Sentence:  The comforting hot tea warmed the freezing skier. 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  stick 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  to pierce, to kill by this means, to thrust, to fasten in position or 

hold, to decorate or furnish, to place on a stick for exhibition, to poke out, to place 
in a position, to fasten or attach, to bring to a standstill 
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Sport Fishing 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  prefer 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L. preferre – to bear before 

 Pre-before 
 Ferre-to bear 
Definition:  to give priority over 

4. Derivatives:  preamble, preapprove, prearrange, circumference, defer, offer  
5. Sentence:  Would you prefer to have dinner or lunch? 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  require 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L. requirere – to seek 

 Re – again and again 
 Quirere – to seek 
Definition:  to have need of 

4. Derivatives:  renew, redo, reappoint, acquire, inquire, esquire   
5. Sentence:  Starting the program will require diligent work. 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  ring 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  to give a clear resonant sound, to make a given impression on 

the mind, to cause a bell to sound, to sound loudly, to be filled with sound, to have 
a sensation of humming 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  expert 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  L. expertus – of experience to try 

Definition:  possessing special skill or knowledge 
4. Synonyms:  master, proficient, skillful 
5. Antonyms:  unskillful 
6. Noun:  expert driver 
7. Noun:  expert witness 
8. Sentence:  An expert driver can master the course in a short period of time. 
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Sport Fishing (cont.) 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  troll 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  Middle English trollen – to roll or stroll 

Definition:  to fish with a moving line 
4. Synonyms:  angle, bob, produce 
5. Antonyms:  still, quiet, 
6. Adverb: troll  quietly 
7. Adverb: troll  smoothly 
8. Sentence:  The angler was able to troll smoothly down the river in a small boat. 

Rock Tumbling 

Semantic Web 
1. Word: smooth 
2. Part of Speech: adjective 
3. Origin: Old English – smoth – free from roughness 

Definition: having a surface free from irregularities 
4. Synonyms: flat, continuous, polished, uniform 
5. Antonyms: rough, uneven 
6. Noun: smooth rock 
7. Noun: smooth surface 
8. Sentence: The glass table had a smooth surface. 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  replacement 
2. Part of Speech:  noun 
3. Origin:  1780 – 90 

Definition: the act of replacing 
 Re - again  
 Place – open space 
 Ment – the act of 

4. Derivatives: return, renew, refurbish, assignment, basement, condiment  
5. Sentence: When Mary broke her dish, she was able to buy a replacement. 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  rock 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  a mass of stone, a firm foundation, a hard candy, to move from 

side to side, to dance, to affect deeply, a large gem, to disturb, to sway, a genre of 
music, to swing gently 
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Insights into the Red Fox 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word: watch 
2. Parts of Speech: verb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings: to be alert, to look, to wait or keep vigil, to be careful or 

cautious, to keep awake, to keep guard, to regard mentally, a keeping awake, a 
timepiece, a person or group that watches, a vigil 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  destroy 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L. destruere – to tear down 

Definition:  to put an end to 
4. Synonyms:  smash, level, devastate, demolish 
5. Antonyms:  create 
6. Adverb: destroy  completely 
7. Adverb: destroy  soundly 
8. Sentence:  An efficient army can completely destroy an inefficient army. 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  insight 
2. Part of Speech:  noun 
3. Origin: Middle English  

 In – into, penetrating into 
 Sight – the act or ability to see 
Definition:  an instance of apprehending the true nature of a thing through intuition 

4. Derivatives:  inquire, inscribe, intuitive,  sighted, sightless, sighting 
5. Sentence:  A minister can show great insight when preparing a sermon. 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  pretend 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L. pratendere – to put forward 

Prae – before 
Tendere – to stretch 
Definition:  to appear falsely, to make believe 

4. Derivatives:  comprehend, predate, prefer, attend, distend, intend   
5. Sentence:  We can pretend to be fairies in the play. 
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Poison Ivy 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  advise 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  Middle English – advisen – opinion 

Ad – to 
Visum – to see 
Definition:  to give counsel to or recommend 

4. Derivatives:  adjective, adverb, addict, admire, administration, revise, supervise, 
improvise   

5. Sentence:  The counselor will advise the students as to which college to attend. 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  leaves 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, noun  
3. Multiple Meanings:  to go out of or away from, to omit, to bequeath, to abandon, to 

deposit, to allow to be, permission, period of time 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  ointment 
2. Part of Speech: noun 
3. Origin:  L. ungentum – annoint 

Definition:  a soft preparation for the skin 
4. Synonyms:  salve, balm 
5. Antonyms:  irritant, abrasive 
6. Adjective:  soothing ointment 
7. Adjective:  smooth ointment 
8. Sentence:  Mother spread a soothing ointment over the infected skin.  
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What Was the Matter with Mark Martin? 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  rude 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  L. rudis – rough, crude 

Definition:  discourteous or impolite 
4. Synonyms:  uncivil, unmannerly, fresh, unrefined, impudent 
5. Antonyms:  polite, respectful 
6. Noun: rude response 
7. Noun: rude manner 
8. Sentence:  The student was rude when he yelled at the teacher. 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  well 
2. Parts of Speech:  adjective, noun, verb, adverb, interjection 
3. Multiple Meanings:  in a satisfactory manner, carefully, proper manner, 

commendably, adequately, with great knowledge, in good health, pleasing, proper, 
surprise, good fortune, swell up (as with pride or tears), exclamation of indignation 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  permit 
2. Part of Speech:  verb, noun 
3. Origin:  L. permitere – to let go through 

Per – through 
Mettere -  let go  
Definition:  to allow to do something 

4. Derivatives:  permission, personal, percent, perceptive, admit, remit, commit, 
intermit 

5. Sentence:  The teacher permitted the child to cross the playground. 
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The Fourth of July Parade 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  perform 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  Middle English – performen – to accomplish 

Par – completely 
Fornir – to provide 
Definition:  to carry out or execute 

4. Derivatives:  perplex, persevere, persist, pertain, formula, formal, informative, 
misinform 

5. Sentence:  The duet will perform a cantata for the spring concert.  

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  proceed 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L. procedure – to go forward 

Definition: to go forward or onward 
4. Synonyms:  advance, continue, progress, 
5. Antonyms:  stop, halt, hesitate, retreat 
6. Adverb:  proceed cautiously 
7. Adverb:  proceed quietly 
8. Sentence:  The group will proceed quietly if they want to surprise the birthday boy. 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  will 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  about to or going to, may be expected, determined or sure to, 

accustomed to, capable of, power of control of the mind, act of using one’s choice, 
to be carried out, desire or purpose, a legal document to dispose of one’s property 
after death 
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Clouds 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  set 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, adjective, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  ( there are 99+ meanings for set as a verb) to put something in 

a place, to place in a position, to apply, to distribute china and sliver on the table for 
a meal, to place hair on rollers, to put a value on something, to determine or fix 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  predict 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L. praedictus – foretell 

Pre – before 
Decere – to say 
Definition:  to declare or tell in advance 

4. Derivatives:  prefer, precursor, precise, contradict, dictate, valedictorian, vindictive   
5. Sentence:  Can you predict the outcome of the final test? 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  condense 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L. condensare – to thicken 

Definition:  to make more dense or compact 
4. Synonyms:  compress compact, digest, contract 
5. Antonyms:  amplify, enlarge, expand 
6. Adverb:  condense quickly 
7. Adverb:  condense spontaneously 
8. Sentence:  You could see the material quickly condense as it spun around the 

machine. 
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A Visit to the Zoo 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  enthralled 
2. Part of Speech:  verb, adjective 
3. Origin:  Middle English – to put in bondage 

Definition: to hold spellbound, captivate 
4. Synonyms:  spellbound, rapt, captivated 
5. Antonyms:  inattentive, bored, uninterested  
1. Adverb:  completely enthralled 
2. Adverb:  delightfully enthralled 
3. Sentence:  The audience was completely enthralled with the singer’s performance. 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  feed 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  to give food to, to yield or serve as food, to satisfy, food for 

farm animals, the material or amount of, a line spoken by one actor to get a laugh 
from another actor, an informal meal 
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The Life of a Catcher  

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  stand 
2. Parts of Speech:  verb, noun 
3. Multiple Meanings:  to be in an upright position, to rise to one’s feet, to take a 

position, to remain steadfast, to face or encounter, a raised platform, a piece of 
furniture, a small table, a standing growth 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  protect 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  L. protectus – to cover 

Pro – in front 
Tegere – to cover 
Definition:  to defend or guard from attack 

4. Derivatives:  program, progressive, protein, proactive, architect, detective, detect 
5. Sentence:  Will the guard be able to protect the girl from harm? 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  awesome 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective, adverb 
3. Origin:  1590 – 1600 

Definition:  inspiring awe 
4. Synonyms:  beautiful breathtaking, daunting 
5. Antonyms:  lame, ordinary, unexciting 
6. Noun:  awesome foliage 
7. Noun:  awesome performance 
8. Sentence:  The ballet company completed an awesome performance of Sleeping 

Beauty. 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  pummel 
2. Part of Speech:  verb 
3. Origin:  1540 – 50 

Definition:  to beat or thrash 
4. Synonyms:  batter, belt, crush, club 
5. Antonyms:  miss, be still 
6. Adverb:  pummel skillfully 
7. Adverb:  pummel slowly 
8. Sentence:  The boxer will skillfully pummel the opponent until he wins. 
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The Titanic 

Multiple Meanings Web 
1. Word:  course 
2. Parts of Speech:  noun, verb 
3. Multiple Meanings:  a direction or route, the path, the track on which a race is run, 

a mode of conduct, a part of a meal, to run through or over, to chase or pursue, the 
line over which a vessel travels 

Derivative Web 
1. Word:  unsinkable 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  1650 

Un – anti, not 
Sink – become submerged 
Able – capable of 
Definition: incapable of being sunk 

4. Derivatives:  unhappy, unrelated, unimportant, unreliable, available, breakable, 
comparable, enjoyable   

5. Sentence:  The toy boat was unsinkable in the rough waters of the lake. 

Semantic Web 
1. Word:  titanic 
2. Part of Speech:  adjective 
3. Origin:  Greek – titanikos 

Definition:  of enormous size or strength, gigantic 
4. Synonyms:  colossal, enormous, giant, mammoth 
5. Antonyms:  microscopic, minute, small, tiny 
6. Noun:  titanic mountain 
7. Noun:  titanic event 
8. Sentence:  The titanic event changed the course of the lives of the people in the 

village. 
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